The 2019 Bass Fishing Qualifying Round will be held out of Center Harbor, utilizing the Public Beach Boat Ramp located on Lake Street off of Route 25. With two flights of boats competing, the Bass Fishing Committee is looking to limit the amount of traffic backed up onto Route 25, and in doing so, we would like to ask for schools’ cooperation in parking for the days’ event.

Your school has been drawn to launch in Flight One. We are asking that all boats in Flight One follow these instructions when dropping their boat in the water on the day of the qualifying event.

- Boats in Flight One will be offered priority access to the Boat Ramp in dropping their boats in the water.
- Your first option will be to head straight to Lake Street to register and drop your boat in the boat water.
- In the event that traffic is backed up down Lake Street, we are asking drivers of boats in Flight One to turn into the Center Harbor Public Beach parking lot to stage while the traffic on Lake Street dies down.
  - A volunteer will be at the opening of the parking lot assisting in the flow of traffic.
- Upon dropping your boat in the water, trucks and trailers of Flight One should proceed to the Center Harbor Public Beach parking lot. You will be directed to park your truck and trailer in the grass parking lot between the basketball court and the Center Harbor Inn.
- Once parked, you may head down the stairs towards the beach to prepare for the day.

Note – A map has been provided on Page 2 of this memo, noting the parking and staging areas for boats in Flight One.